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A man’s character is his fate.
Heraclitus, 540480 B.C.
We study the character of the infinite wedge projective representation of the
algebra of differential operators on the circle. We prove quasi-modularity of this
character and also compute certain generating functions for traces of differential
operators which we call correlation functions. These correlation functions are sums
of determinants built from genus 1 theta functions and their derivatives.  2000
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0. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to study the character associated to a cer-
tain basic projective representation, the infinite wedge representation [8],
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of the Lie Algebra D of differential operators on the circle. Concretely, we
write
Dn :=\t ddt+
n
, n0 (0.1)
acting as differential operators on the ring R=C[t, t&1] of Laurent poly-
nomials. (Here D0=1 is the identity operator. We occasionally write
D=D1 .) D has a vector space basis tmDn , m # Z, n0.
The Witt algebra of derivations of R, W=Der(R)/D is spanned by
tmD, m # Z. These algebras are graded, with tmDn having weight m. One has
a central extension [9] 0  C } c  D  D  0 inducing the Virasoro cen-
tral extension W of W, and these central extensions are also graded, with
c having degree 0. Certain graded highest weight representations of W
arise in connection with conformal field theory and have been of con-
siderable interest to physicists. These representations have the property
that for a suitable choice D # W lifting D, the character
Trace(qD )
is well-defined (i.e., the action of D is semi-simple with finite eigenspaces)
and is the q-expansion of a modular form [16]. Notice that a different choice
of lifting of D to W^ multiplies the character by qa for some constant a. In
particular, there is at most one lifting for which the character is modular.
For representations of D one may consider the Abelian subalgebra
H :=CD0 CD1 CD2  } } } /D. (0.2)
Suppose the action of H is semi-simple with finite dimensional
simultaneous eigenspaces. If we choose liftings D n # D of Dn we may define
the character
0(q0 , q1 , ...) :=Trace(qD
 0
0 q
D 1
1 q
D 2
2 } } } ) (0.3)
It is also frequently convenient to write qr=e2?i{r so the character becomes
(with abuse of notation)
0({0 , {1 , ...) :=Trace \exp \2?i :r0 D r{r++ . (0.4)
Assuming the eigenspaces of D1 are themselves finite dimensional, we may
specialize the {r [ 0 for r{1 and develop 0({0 , {1 , ...) in a formal Taylor
series expansion in {0 , {1 , ... with coefficients functions in {1 ,
0({0 , {1 , ...)=:
A
|A({1) {AA!. (0.5)
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Here A=(a0 , a2 , a3 , ...) with almost all a j=0, and {AA! is multi-index
notation. Finally, D 0 is central in D so its eigenspaces are stable under the
D action. We write
V(q1 , q2 , ...)=Coeff. of q00 in 0(q0 , q1 , ...) (0.6)
for the character of the D 0=0 eigenspace. Again, by abuse of notation, we
also write V({1 , {2 , ...) and we expand in a series
V= :
B=(b2, b3, ...)
vB({1) {BB!, (0.7)
where, by construction,
vB({1)
(2?i)b2+b3+ } } }
=Trace|D 0=0 \qD 11 ‘

k=2
(D k)bk+ . (0.8)
Here the trace is taken in the D 0=0 subspace.
In the case of the infinite wedge representation, these characters have the
following shape
0(q0 , q1 , q2 , ...)
=q&!(&1)1 q
&!(&3)
3 } } } ‘
r0
(1+q0q r+121 q
(r+12)2
2 } } } )
_(1+q&10 q
r+12
2 q
&(r+12)2
2 } } } ) (0.9)
V(q1 , q2 , ...)=q&!(&1)1 q
&!(&3)
3 } } }
_ :
(m | n)
q j (mj+12)+(nj+12)1 q
 j (mj+12)2&(nj+12)2
2 q
j (mj+12)3+(nj+12)3
3 } } } .
(0.10)
Here
!(s) := :
n1
(n& 12)
&s=(2s&1) ‘(s). (0.11)
Also, the sums are over all
(m | n)=(m1 , m2 , ..., ma | n1 , ..., na)
ma>ma&1> } } } >m10, na>na&1> } } } >n10. (0.12)
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Such data are Frobenius coordinates for partitions * (cf. [13, p. 3]). In par-
ticular, the exponents in (0.10) are functions on the set of partitions. We
define
pr(*) :=:
j
(mj+ 12)
r+(&1)r+1 (n j+ 12)
r. (0.13)
Thus p0(*)=0 and p1(*)=|*| is the number being partitioned.
The formulas (0.9) and (0.10) appear (without the anomaly terms) in [4,
1]. The anomaly terms depend on a choice of liftings of the Dn to D . For
representations of the Virasoro algebra, this lifting is determined by
modularity. The correct analog, quasimodularity, for representations of D
was suggested by Dijkgraaf [3] based on an interpretation of V({1 , {2 , 0,0,
...) as a generating function, counting covers of a fixed elliptic curve E with
given degree and genus. From this point of view, a mirror symmetry argu-
ment suggested an interpretation in terms of (nonholomorphic) modular
forms on the dual moduli space. More precisely, note that in (0.5) and (0.7)
the variable {1 plays a distinguished role. The analogue of modularity
involves the behavior of 0 or V under the transformations
{1 [
a{1+b
c{1+d
, {j [
{j
(c{j+d) j+1
, j{1, (0.14)
for ( ac
b
d) # 1, where 1/SL2(Z) is some subgroup of finite index. Given
C=(c0 , c1 , c3 , ...) (resp. C=(c2 , c3 , ...)) with almost all ci=0 define the
weight of C
wt(C) :=: (i+1) ci . (0.15)
To say that the |A({1) (resp. the vB({1)) were modular of weight wt(A)+w
(resp. wt(B)+w) for some w would imply that 0 (resp. V) was modular of
weight w under the transformation (0.14). This doesn’t happen in the
examples we know. Instead, the |A and vB are quasimodular of these
weights. The notion of quasimodular form is developed in [11], where a
rigorous proof of quasimodularity for the |A (resp. vB) is given for A=(a0 ,
a2 , 0, 0, ...) (resp. B=(b2 , 0, 0, ...)). By definition, the ring of quasimodular
forms is the graded algebra generated over the ring of modular forms by
the Eisenstein series of weight 2
G2(q) :=&
B2
4
+ :

n=1
:
d | n
dqn.
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Unlike the ring of modular forms, this ring is closed under the derivation
q (ddq). One can canonically associate to a quasimodular form a certain
nonholomorphic (almost holomorphic in the terminology of op. cit.)
modular form.
Definition 0.1. A series F=A fA({1) {
AA! for A=(a0 , a2 , ...) is
quasimodular of weight w if each fA({1) is quasimodular of weight
w+wt(A).
Theorem 0.2. 0({0 , {1 , ...) (resp. V({1 , {2 , ...)) is quasimodular of weight
0 (resp. weight &12).
Although the anomaly factors q&!(&2r&1)2r+1 are uniquely determined by
quasimodularity, they can also be understood solely in representation-
theoretic terms. Roughly speaking, if one tries to construct the infinite
wedge representation as a representation of D (rather than D ) one is lead
to meaningless infinite constants of the form n1 (n&
1
2)
r, r1.
Regularizing these sums via analytic continuation of !(s) and using the fact
that !(&2r)=0 for r0 leads to the stated values.
The analogy between (0.9) and the triple product formulas for the genus
1 theta functions continues with the following elliptic transformation
formula for 0({0 , {1 , ...).
Theorem 0.3. Define the transformation T by
T({j)={j&\j+11 + {j+1+\
1+2
2 + { j+2& } } } ,
and set q$i=exp(2?iT({i)). Then we have
0(q$0 , q$1 , q$2 , ...)=q0 q&121 q
+13
2 q
&14
3 } } } 0(q0 , q1 , ...).
The above results constitute a pleasant but perhaps not terribly surpris-
ing generalization of the work in [3, 11]. The character V possesses some
other hidden structure and relation to the genus 1 theta functions, which
seems to us quite surprising and new.
The idea is to replace the bulky generating function (0.10) for the quan-
tities (0.8) by other generating functions, where the auxiliary variables are
attached not to the exponents bi in (0.8) but to the indices k of D k . These
new generating functions admit a neat evaluation in terms of genus 1 theta
functions.
We call these generating functions n-point correlation functions because
both by their definition (as averages of product of n generating series) and
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by their analytic structure (determinants built from theta functions and
their derivatives) these functions closely resemble correlation functions in
QFT. However, we were not able to find any precise connection and in the
present text we work with these functions using solely the classical methods
of analysis.
Concretely, the definition of these n-point functions in the following. Let
f (*) be a function on partitions and define
( f ) q :=:
*
f (*) q |*|<:* q
|*|. (0.16)
That is, ( f ) q is the expectation of the function f provided that the prob-
ability of each partition * is proportional to q |*|. Then, the equations (0.8),
(0.10), and (0.12) can be restated as
Trace| D 0=0 \qD 11 ‘

k=2
(D k)bk+=’(q1)  ‘

k=2
( pk(*)&!(&k))bkq1 . (0.17)
One checks (see Section 5) that
pk(*)&!(&k)=\t ddt+
k
\ :

i=1
t*i&i+12&
1
log t+ } t=1 . (0.18)
By definition, set for n=1, 2, 3, ...
F(t1 , ..., tn ; q)= ‘
n
k=1 \ :

i=1
t*i&i+12k +q , (0.19)
that is, F(t1 , ..., tn ; q) is the expectation of the product of n generating series
for the quantities (0.18). By linearity, all quantities (0.17) satisfying
b2+b3+ } } } m for some m are encoded in the functions (0.19) with
nm.
Definition 0.4. The functions (0.19) are called n-point correlation
functions.
Equation (0.18) can be restated as follows. Write tk=euk and define a
differential operator
$(u) :=
1
u
+(2?i)&1 :

r=1

{r
urr ! . (0.20)
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Then
 ‘
n
k=1 \ :

i=1
t*i&i+12k +q1 =’(q1) $(u1) b } } } b $(un) V| {2={3= } } } =0 . (0.21)
This is also proved in Section 5.
The form of the singular term 1u and in (0.20) and the corresponding
term in (0.18) very much depends on our choice of anomaly factors in the
character.
Write q=q1 , write F(t1 , ..., tn) for the n-point function, and write
3(t)=3(t; q) for the theta function
3(t) :=’(q)&3 :
n # Z
(&1)n q(n+12)22 xn+12
=(q)&2 (x
12&x&12)(qx) (qx) .
Let 3( p)(t)=(t(ddt)) p 3(t). Then our main result on the n-point function
is the following.
Theorem 0.5.
F(t1 , ..., tn)= :
_ # S(n)
det(3( j&i+1)(t_(1) } } } t_(n& j))( j&i+1)!)
3(t_(1)) 3(t_(1) t_(2)) } } } 3(t_(1) } } } t_(n))
. (0.22)
Here _ runs through all permutations S(n) of [1, ..., n], the matrices in the
numerator have size n_n, and we define 1(&n)!=0 if n1.
For the 1-point function, this is simply
 :

i=1
t*i&i+12q =
1
3(t)
,
because
3$(1)=1.
For n=3 Eq. (0.22) becomes
3$(t_(1)t_(2))
3(t_(1)t_(2))
1
2
3"(t_(1))
3(t_(1))
3$$$(1)
3!
F(t1 , t2 , t3)=
1
3(t1 t2 t3)
:
_ # G(3)
det\ 1 3$(t_(1))3(t_(1)) 0 + .1 1
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The traces (0.17) can be computed from (0.22) using repeated differentia-
tion, l’Hospital’s rule, and formulas for the derivatives 3( p)(1; q) in terms
of the Eisenstein series,
3(3)(1; q)=&6G2(q),
3(5)(1; q)=&10G4(q)+60G2(q)2,
3(7)(1; q)=&14G6(q)+420G4(q) G2(q)&840G2(q)3,
and so on; see (6.7). Note that all even order derivatives of the odd
function 3(x) vanish at x=1.
Sections 612 are devoted to the proof of (0.22). An essential ingredient
of this proof are the following q-difference equations for the functions
F(t1 , ..., tn) which is established in Section 8:
Theorem 0.6. For n=1, 2, ... we have
F(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn)=&q12t1 } } } tn
_ :
n&1
s=0
(&1)s :
1<i1< } } } <isn
F(t1ti1ti2 } } } tis , ..., ti1@, ..., tis@, ...).
These equations are analogs of elliptic transformations for the n-point
functions F(t1 , ..., tn).
Here is another point of view about these things. Let A be an associative
algebra with 1, and let \: A  End(F ) be a representation of the associated
Lie algebra (with commutator bracket). We do not assume \ compatible
with the associative algebra structures. Let D # A be given and assume
\(D) is semi-simple with finite dimensional eigenspaces. Let Fa /F be the
eigenspace of \(D) with eigenvalue a. Since [D, Dn]=0, \(Dn) stabilizes
Fa , and it makes sense to consider for a variable u the expression
f\(u, z) :=/\(z)&1 :
a \TrFa :n0 \(D
n) unn!+ eaz, (0.24)
where /\(x) :=Tr ex\(D) is the trace of \. If in fact \(Dn)=\(D)n for all n,
we find
f\(u, z)=/p(z)&1 :
a
TrFa e
ateaz=/\(u+z)/\(z). (0.25)
More generally, letting n=(n1 , ..., nr) run through r-tuples of nonnegative
integers and replacing \(Dn) with > i \(Dni) and unn! with > unii ni! we
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may define f\(u1 , ..., ur ; z). When \ is compatible with associative multi-
plication, we have f\=/\(u1+ } } } +ur+z)/\(z).
When \ is a projective representation, \(Dn) is well defined only up to
adding :n } Id. Such a modification replaces f\(u, z) with f\(u, z)+
(n :nu
nn!). If H is spanned by the powers of D as in (0.2) we find writing
/\({0 , {1 , {2 , ...) for the full character that
f\(u1 , ..., ur ; {1)
=/\({1)&1 :
n1, ..., nr0
\‘
r
i=1

{ni+ /\({0 , {1 , {2 , ...)| {0={2= } } } =0 ‘i u
ni
i ni !.
(0.26)
For the representation (0.6), this is (0.21).
Finally, Section 13 proves quasimodularity and computes the n-point
function for a representation of a subalgebra of D studied in [2].
1. THE INFINITE WEDGE REPRESENTATION
Material in this section is quite well known. References are [7, 10, 15, 4].
We work throughout with vector spaces. Lie algebras, and representations
of Lie algebras over the field C. Recall that a (projective) representation of
a Lie algebra L is a Lie algebra homomorphism L  End(F ) (resp.
L  End(F )C } Id for a vector space F. A projective representation gives
rise to a central extension of Lie algebras via pullback,
0 ww C } c L L 0
0 wwC } Id wwEnd(F) wwEnd(F)C } Id ww0.
(1.1)
Let V be a vector space with basis vn , n # Z. Define the finite matrices
A0 := 
i, j # Z
CEij /End(V), (1.2)
where Eij (vi)=vj and Eij (vk)=0; k{i. Let A#A0 be the larger space of
all matrices supported in a bounded strip. An infinite matrix
M= infinite aij Eij lies in A if and only if there exists a constant c such that
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aij=0 if |i& j |>c. For example, Id # A&A0 . Suppose given a representa-
tion :0 of A0 which extends to a projective representation : of A,
A0 /ww
@
A
:0 _ :
End(F)  End(F)C } Id
Let _ be a lifting of : which is a map of vector spaces, not necessarily com-
patible with Lie algebra structures and not necessarily extending :0 .
Assume, however, that _ is continuous in the sense that for any f # F and
any x= infinite xij @(Eij ) # A there exists N=N(x, f ) such that x ij_@(Eij)
( f )=0 for |i |+| j |>N, and
_(x)( f )= :
|i |+| j |N
x ij _@(Eij)( f ).
Notice that such a _ is unique up to a finite modification. More precisely,
if _$ is another map with the same property, _@(Eij)=_$@(Eij) for almost all
i, j. We obtain in this way a map
= :=:0&_ b @ : A0  C } Id. (1.4)
The functional = is uniquely determined (up to a finite modification) by
:0 , :.
Definition 1.1. Let S be a collection of sequences of complex
numbers c=[cij]i, j # Z . A regularization scheme for S is a map r: S  C
such that if [cij], [c$ij] # S differ for only finitely many pairs i, j, then
r([cij])=r([c$ij])+:
i, j
(c ij&c$ij).
(We will usually assume S is saturated in the sense that if c # S and c$
differs from c for only finitely many i, j then c$ # S.)
Assume now we have :, :0 , and that there exists a _ as in (1.3) above.
Let A be the corresponding central extension of A. Let S, r be as in
Definition 1.1. Suppose given x= x ij @(Eij) # A, such that [x ij=(E ij)] # S,
where = is defined in (1.4). Then
_(x)+r([xij=(Eij)]) } Id # End(F )
is well defined independent of the choice of _. Thus we have a lifting x^ # A
depending on the regularization scheme r but not on the choice of lifting _.
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Example 1.2. For the infinite wedge representation,
=(Eij)={1,0,
i= j0,
else.
(1.5)
The elements x we want to lift have the form x=m # Z(m&
1
2)
k Emm for
k=0, 1, 2, ..., so the sequences we need to regularize are
[(m& 12)
k]m0 .
The natural way to do this is by analytic continuation of the function
!(s)= :
n1
(n& 12)
&s. (1.6)
We define r([(m& 12)
k]m0)=(&1)k !(&k).
The infinite wedge representation F :=4V is the vector space with
basis
vI=vim 7 vim&1 7 vim&2 7 } } } , (1.7)
where ik&1<ik and ik=k for k<<0. By definition m is the charge of vI and
energy(vI) := :
k=&
k=m
(ik&k).
For example, the elements
|m) :=vm 7 vm&1 7 vm&2 7 } } } (1.8)
have charge m and energy 0. The wedge here is formal, but we can use the
expected alternating linearity to make sense for A # A0 of expression like
AvI := :
k=&
k=m
vim 7 } } } 7 Av ik 7 v ik&1 7 } } } . (1.9)
We obtain a representation :0 : A0  End(F ). To extend :0 to A, we would
have to define expressions like
:
p # Z
apEp, p+r(vI). (1.10)
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When r{0 it is easy to see that Ep, p+rvI=0 for | p|>>0, so (1.10) makes
sense. Similarly Ep, pvI=0 for p>>0. Define _: A0  End(F ) by
_(Eij)={:0(Eij),:0(Eii)&Id,
i{ j or i= j>0
i0.
(1.11)
It is straightforward to check that for any r and any I there exists an N
such that _(Ep, p+r)(vI)=0 for | p|N, so _ extends to a map A  End(F )
as in (1.3). Define : to be the composition
A 
_
End(F )  End(F )C } Id.
Lemma 1.3. The map : is a projective representation of A.
Proof. The assertion is there exists a bilinear map a: A_A  C with
[_(x), _( y)]=_([x, y])+a(x, y) Id.
One defines
1, i=l0 and j=k1,
a(Eij , Ekl)={&1, i=l1 and j=k0,0, else.
Because of the conditions on the signs of the indices, a extends to A_A
as desired. K
Given u # C, we have an action as differential operators of D on
C[t, t&1] tu. Identifying this space with V via tn+u [ vn , we get a mapping
of associative algebras (and hence a fortiori of Lie algebras)
$u : D  A/End(V),
$u(t pDr)= :
n # Z
(n+u)r En, n+ p .
We define a projective representation
\u :=: b $u : D  End(F )C } Id,
\ :=\&12 .
We will customarily view \ as a representation on a central extension,
\: D  End(F ). Our objective now is to compute the character of the
representation \u . Define operators *&r , r0 and &r , r>0 on F by
&r(vI) :=vr 7 vI ; v*&r( } } } 7 v&r 7 } } } )= } } } 7 v&r@ 7 } } } .
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A basis for F can be written
&i1 } } } &ia *& j1 } } } *& jb | 0) ,
0<i1<i2< } } } <ia , 0 j1< j2< } } } < jb .
We have
_ b $u(Dr)(&i1 } } } &ia *& j1 } } } *& jb | 0) )
. . .
=_ \ (n+u)r + (&i1 } } } &ia *&j1 } } } *&jb |0) ). . .
=\ :
a
l=1
(il+u)r& :
b
m=1
(& jm+u)r+ (&i1 } } } &ia *& j1 } } } *& jb | 0) ).
For example, writing qr=exp(2?i{r) we get
exp \2?i :r0 {r } _ b $u(Dr)+ (&n |0) )=q0q
n+u
1 q
(n+u)2
2 } } } ,
exp \2?i :r0 {r } _ b $u(Dr)+ (*&n |0) )=q
&1
0 q
n+u
1 q
&(n+u)2
2 } } } .
On all of F we find
Tr exp \2?i :r0 {r } _ b $u(Dr)+
= ‘
n0
(1+q0qn+u+11 q
(n+u+1)2
2 } } } )(1+q
&1
0 q
n&u
1 q
&(n&u)2
2 } } } ).
We now specialize to the case u=&12 . The reason why this particular
value of u yields a quasimodular character is not clear, but it may have to
do with the fact that for u= p+ 12 # Z+
1
2 the space V=C[t, t
&1] tu has a
nondegenerate, symmetric bilinear form
(tn+u, tm+u) :=rest=0tn+m+2u&1 dt.
Further, if we consider the involution
_: D  D; _(taDb) :=&ta(&D&a)b,
we find
_2=I; _[x, y]=[_(x), _( y)]; (x(a), b)+(a, _(x)(b))=0.
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With reference to Example 1.2, we note that !(s)=(2s&1) ‘(s) vanishes
at s=0, &2, &4, ... . We therefore define the character of the infinite wedge
representation of D to be
0(q0 , q1 , ...)=0({0 , {1 , ...)
=q&!(&1)1 q
&!(&3)
3 } } } ‘
n0
(1+q0 qn+121 q
(n+12)2
2 } } } )
_(1+q&10 q
n+12
1 q
&(n+12)2
2 } } } ). (1.12)
Note that $u(D0)= i # Z Eii is the charge operator
$u(D0) &i1 } } } &iu *& j1 } } } *& jb |0)
=(a&b) &i1 } } } &ia *& j1 } } } *& jb |0).
Operators in D preserve the charge, so the charge eigenspaces are stable
under \u . For u=&12 , the characters of the subrepresentation of charge n
is the coefficient of qn0 in (1.12). Of particular interest is the charge 0 part.
Using (0.10 and (0.13), this can be written
V(q1 , q2 , ...)=V({1 , {2 , ...)
:=q&!(&1)1 q
&!(&3)
3 } } } [Coeff. of q
0
0 in 0(q0 , q1 , ...)]
=q&!(&1)1 q
&!(&3)
3 } } } :
*
q p1(*)1 q
p2(*)
2 } } } . (1.13)
Here the sum is over all partitions *.
2. ELLIPTIC TRANSFORMATION OF THE CHARACTER 0
In this section we want to expose some interesting analogies between
0(q0 , q1 , q2 , ...) (1.12) and the classical genus 1 theta function, which we
will write
%(q0 , q1) := :
n # Z
qn0q
n22
1 . (2.1)
The triple product formula (cf. [14, p. 70]) implies
%(q0 , q1)= ‘
m1
(1&qm1 ) ‘
n0
(1+q0 qn+121 )(1+q
&1
0 q
n+12
1 )
=’(q1) 0(q0 , q1 , 1, 1, ...).
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Here ’(q1)=q1241 >m1 (1&q
m
1 ) is the classical eta function, and we have
used the fact that the first anomaly factor in 0 is given by
q&!(&1)1 =q
&(2&1&1) ‘(&1)
1 =q
&124
1 .
We want to generalize to 0 the elliptic transformation law
%(q0q&11 , q1)=q0 q
&12
1 %(q0 , q1). (2.3)
For this, we define infinite matrices
U :=\
0
0
0
B
&1
0
0
B
0
&2
0
B
0
0
&3
B
} } }
} } }
} } } + (2.4)
and
T :=exp(U)=\
1
0
0
B
&1
1
0
B
1
&( 21)
1
B
&1
( 32)
&( 31)
B
1
&( 43)
( 42)
B
} } }
} } }
} } } + . (2.5)
Define for j0
{$j=T({j)={j&\j+11 + {j+1+\
j+2
2 + {j+2& } } } ,
q$j :=T(qj)=q jqj+1
&( j+11 )q
j+2
( j+22 ) } } } .
Theorem 2.1. 0(q$0 , q$1 , q$2 , ...)=q0 q&121 q
+13
2 q
&14
3 } } } 0(q0 , q1 , ...).
Lemma 2.2. For n2 we have
:
n&1
i=1
(&1) i \ni+ !(i&n)=
(&1)n+1
n+1
+
(&1)n
2n
.
Proof of the lemma. Recall one has Bernoulli numbers Bn , n0 satisfy-
ing B0=1, B1=&12 , ‘(1&n)=&Bn n for n2. Substituting and using the
identity (n+1j+1)( nj )=(
n+1
j+1 ), the desired formula becomes
:
n
k=1
(&1)k&1 \n+1k +(1&21&k) Bk =?
n+1
2n
&1. (2.6)
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Consider the Bernoulli polynomials
BN(x) := :
N
k=0 \
N
k + Bk xN&k,
which may be defined by the generating function
:

N=0
BN(x) tNN!=
text
et&1
.
As a consequence we get
BN(x+1)&BN(x)=NxN&1. (2.7)
Summing for &1x& p we get for N=n+1 and p1 the equivalent
identities
(n+1) :
&p
l=&1
ln+Bn+1(&p)&Bn+1(0)=0,
(n+1) :
&p
l=&1
ln+(&p)n+1+ :
n
k=1
Bk \n+1k + (&p)n+1&k=0. (2.8)
(We are grateful to V. Kac for suggesting (2.8).) It is straightforward to
deduce (2.6) from (2.8) taking p=1, 2. K
Proof of the theorem. The transformation T satisfies
T(q0) T(q1)s T(q2)s2 } } } =q0q s&11 q
(s&1)2
2 } } } ,
T(q0)&1 T(q1)s T(q2)&s
2
} } } =q&10 q
s+1
1 q
&(s+1)2
2 } } } .
Note the second identity follows from the first, replacing s by &s and
inverting. The first identity is left for the reader. It follows that
>n0 (1+T(q0) T(q1)
n+12 } } } )
_(1+T(q0)&1 T(q1) (n+12) T(q2)&(n+12)
2
} } } )
>n0 (1+q0q
n+12
1 } } } )(1+q
&1
0 q
(n+12)
1 q
&(n+12)2
2 } } } )
=
1+q0q&121 q
14
2 q
&18
3 } } }
1+q&10 q
12
1 q
&14
2 } } }
=q0q&121 q
14
2 } } } . (2.9)
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As a consequence of the lemma we have
T(q1)&!(&1) T(q3)&!(&3) } } }
q&!(&1)1 q
&!(&3)
3 } } }
=q13&142 q
&14+18
3 q
15&116
4 } } } . (2.10)
The proof follows by combining (2.9) and (2.10). K
Recall we have defined V(q1 , q2 , ...) to be the coefficient of q00 in
0(q0 , q1 , ...).
Theorem 2.3. We have the following series expansion for 0:
0(q0 , q1 , q2 , ...)= :
n=
n=&
V(T &n(q1), T &n(q2), ...) qn0 q
n22
1 q
n33
2 } } } .
Proof. First note
T(q0)n T(q1)n
22 T(q2)n
33 } } } =q0q&121 q
13
2 } } } q
n&1
0 q
(n&1)22
1 } } } . (2.11)
Write 0=& Vn(q1 , ...) q
n
0q
n22
1 } } } . Then
q0q&122 q
13
2 } } } :
n
Vn&1(q) qn&10 q
(n&1)22
1 } } }
=q0 q&121 q
13
2 } } } 0(q)=0(T(q))
=: Vn(T(q)) T(q0)n T(q1)n
22 } } }
=q0 q&121 q
13
2 } } } :
n
Vn(T(q)) qn&10 q
(n&1)22
1 } } } .
Taking coefficients of qn&10 we get Vn(T(q))=Vn&1(q). The formula follows
since V0=V. K
Example 2.4. Consider the formula in the theorem with qj [ 1, j2.
We have
T(q)| qj [ 1, j2=q1
and by (0.13)
V(q1 , 1, 1...)=q&1241 :
*
q p1(*)1 =q
&124
1 ‘
m1
(1&qm1 )
&1=’(q1)&1.
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The assertion of the theorem is then
’(q1)&1 :
n # Z
qn0q
n22
1 =q
&124
1 ‘
m0
(1+q0 qm+121 )(1+q
&1
0 q
m+12
1 ). (2.12)
Multiplying through by ’(q1) yields the triple product formula (2.2).
3. QUASIMODULAR FORMS
In this section, we recall the theory of quasimodular forms as developed
in [11]. All results are due to Kaneko and Zagier and are recalled here
solely for the convenience of the reader.
We fix a subgroup of finite index 1/11 :=SL(2, Z). A holomorphic
modular form of weight k (for 1 ) is a holomorphic function f ({) on the
upper half-plane H=[{=x+iy | y>0] satisfying
f \a{+bc{+d+=(c{+d)k f ({), \
a
b
b
d+ # 1. (3.1)
Note for some l1 we have ( 10
l
1) # 1, so f may be expanded in a Fourier
series
f ({)=: an exp(2?in{l)=: anqnl. (3.2)
We assume that f is holomorphic at i, i.e., an=0 for n<0 and the
Fourier series converges for |q|<1. The holomorphic modular forms
constitute a graded ring
M
*
(1 ) :=Mk(1)
graded by the weight k.
An almost holomorphic function on H will be a function
F({)= :
N
m=0
fm({) y&m (3.3)
on H where y=Im({) and each fm has a Fourier expansion as in (3.2). An
almost holomorphic modular form of weight k is an almost holomorphic
function f ({) satisfying the weight k modularity property (3.1).
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Example 3.1. The classical Eisenstein series (Bk Bernoulli number as in
Lemma 2.2)
Gk(q) :=
&Bk
2k
+ :

n=1 \ :d | n d
k&1+ qn, k=2, 4, 6, ... (3.4)
is modular of weight k for 1=11 and k4. On the other hand, G2 satisfies
the transformation
G2 \a{+bc{+d+=(c{+d )2 G2({)&
c(c{+d )
4?i
. (3.5)
Notice, however, that
_Im \a{+bc{+d+&
&1
&(c{+d )2 y&1=&2ic(c{+d ). (3.6)
It follows that the function
G2*({) :=G2({)+
y&1
8?
(3.7)
is an almost holomorphic modular form of weight 2 for 11 .
Definition 3.2. A quasimodular form of weight k is a holomorphic
function f ({) on H such that there exists an almost holomorphic modular
form F=Nm=0 fmy
&m of weight k with f0= f.
Example 3.3. G2 is quasimodular of weight 2. Indeed, one can take
F=G2*.
Let us write AHM
*
(1 ) (resp. QM
*
(1)) for the graded ring of almost
holomorphic (resp. quasimodular) forms. (Kaneko and Zagier write M and
M , but this makes it difficult to remember which is which.)
Proposition 3.4. The assignment F=Mj=0 y
& jfj [ f0 defines an iso-
morphism of graded rings, AHM
*
(1 )&QM
*
(1 ).
Proof. Note this is well defined, i.e., Mj=0 y
& jfj ({)#0 for holomorphic
fj if and only if all the f j are zero. To see this one can, e.g., apply the dif-
ferential operator (iM2) y&1+dd{ and argue by induction on M. The
map in question is surjective by definition, so it suffices to show injectivity.
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Suppose for some r1 and fr {0 that F= y&rfr+ } } } + y&MfM is almost
holomorphic modular of weight k. Let A=( ac
b
d) # 1 and write j=c{+d.
Using (3.6) we get
( j2y&1&2icj)r fr(A{)+ } } } +( j2y&1&2icj)M fM (A{)
= j ky&rfr({)+ } } } + j ky&MfM({).
Now identify coefficients of power of y&1
fM(A{)= jk&2MfM({),
fM&1(A{)&2icj \M1 + fM(A{)= jk&2M+2fM&1({),
fM&2(A{)&2icj \M&11 + fM&1(A{)+(2icj)2 \
M
2 + fM(A{)
= j k&2M+4fM&2({),
b b
fr(A{)&2icj \r+11 + fr+1(A{)
+(2icj)2 \r+22 + fr+2(A{)& } } } = jk&2rfr({). (3.8)
The terms not involving y give
(&2icj)r fr(A{)+ } } } +(&2cij)M fM(A{)=0. (3.9)
Solve (3.8) recursively:
fM(A{)= j k&2MfM({),
fM&1(A{)=2ic \M1 + j k&2M+1fM({)+ j k&2M+2fM&1({),
fM&2(A{)= } } } + j k&2M+4fM&2({),
b b
fr(A{)= } } } + j k&rfr({). (3.9)
Finally, substituting in (3.9) yields
(c{+d)k&r crff ({)+:r+1(c{+d )k&r&1cr+1fr({)+ } } }
+:M(c{+d )k&M cMfM({)=0. (3.10)
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Here the :j are constants independent of c and d. Varying A # 1 yields a
contradiction. Indeed, the map 1  C2, A [ (c, d ) has Zariski dense image,
so in the above identity, c and d can be taken to be independent variables.
The coefficient of crd k&r is nontrivial. K
Proposition 3.5.
(i) M
*
(1 )/QM
*
(1 ).
(ii) QM
*
(1)=M
*
(1 )C[G2].
(iii) QM
*
(1) is stable under the operator (of degree 2) D :=dd{. We
have
QMk(1 )= 
0ik2
DiMk&2i (1 )C } Dk2&1G2 .
Proof. Part (i) is clear. To prove (ii), we claim first that the map
M
*
(1 )C[G2*]  AHM*(1 ) (3.11)
is an isomorphism, where G2* is as in (3.7). Indeed, for F= f0+ } } } +
y&MfM almost holomorphic modular of weight k, it follows from the first
line of (3.8) that fM is holomorphic modular of weight k&2M. We have
F& fM } (8?G2*)M= g0+ } } } + y&M+1gM&1
is almost holomorphic modular of weight k. Surjectivity of (3.11) follows
by induction on M. Injectivity is straightforward, keeping track of powers
of y&1. Assertion (ii) now follows from Proposition 3.4. Finally, (iii) is left
for the reader. K
4. QUASIMODULARITY FOR CHARACTERS 0 AND V
The purpose of this section is to prove
Theorem 4.1. The series 0({0 , {1 , ...) and V({1 , {2 , ...) are quasimodular
of weights 0 and &12 , respectively.
We focus first on 0. Recall (Definition 3.2) a series F({0 , {1 , {2 , ...) is said
to be quasimodular of weight k if it can be expanded in a formal Taylor
series
:
J=( j0, j2, j3, ...)
Bj ({1) {JJ !
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with BJ ({1) quasimodular of weight
k+wt(J) :=k+ j0+3j2+4j3+ } } } . (4.1)
Since we have not specified a group 1, the will be no harm, e.g., in replac-
ing {1 by 2{1 . Define
8(q)=0(&q0 , q1 , q2 , ...).
One has 0(q)=8(q20 , q
2
1 , q
2
2 , ...)8(q), so, since the space of quasimodular
forms is a ring, it will suffice to prove 8(q) is quasimodular. We have
8(1, x1 , 1, 1, ...)=x&1241 ‘
r0
(1&xr+121 )
2=(’(x12’(x))2,
which is modular of weight 0. It therefore suffices to show
G :=log(8(x)8(1, x1 , 1, 1, ...))
is quasimodular. We have (with !(s) as in (1.6))
G=&2?i \ :n1 !(&2n&1) {2n+1+
+ :
r0
[log(1&x0xn+121 x
(n+12)2
2 } } } )
+log(1&x&10 x
n+12
1 x
&(n+12)2
2 } } } )&2 log(1&x
n+12
1 )]. (4.2)
We expand the final sum in (4.2)
B :=& :
n0, l1
x (n+12) l1
l \exp \2?il \{0+\n+
1
2+
2
{2+\n+12+
3
{3+ } } } ++
+exp \2?il \&{0&\n+12+
2
{2+\n+12+
3
{3& } } } ++&2+ .
Define coefficients :m(J), where J=( j0 , j2 , j3 , ...) and jk0, by
J
{J
B| {0={2= } } } =0= :

m=1
:m(J) xm21 . (4.3)
Note :m(0)=0. For J{0, write |J |= j0+ j2+ } } } . We get
:m(J)=&(2?i) |J | :
n0, l1
l |J |&1(1+(&1)wt(J))(n+ 12)
wt(J)&|J |x (n+12) l1 . (4.4)
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Thus, :m(J)=0 for wt(J) odd. For even weight, we find
J
{J
B| {0={2= } } } =0=&2(2?i)
|J | 2 |J |&wt(J) :
m1
m |J |&1 xm21
_ :
d | m; d odd
d wt(J)&2 |J |+1
=&2(2?i) |J | 2 |J |&wt(J) :
m1
mwt(J)&|J |xm21 :
l | m; ml odd
l2 |J |&wt(J)&1.
(4.5)
The Eisenstein series of weight k and level 1 was given in (3.4). As in
[11], we work with the level two Eisenstein series
F (1)k (q) :=Gk(q
12)&Gk(q)= :

n=1 \ :d | n, 2 |% d(nd)
k&1+ qn2,
F (2)k :=Gk(q
12)&2k&1Gk(q)=(1&2k&1) ‘(1&k)2
+ :

n=1 \ :d | n, 2 |% d nd
k&1+ qn2.
Suppose first that the inequality k(J) :=wt(J)&2 |J |+2>1 holds. It
follows from the first equality in (4.5) that
J
{J
B| {0={2= } } } =0=&4?i(2
&k(J)+1)({1) |J |&1(F (2)k(J)(x1)&F
(2)
(J)(0)). (4.6)
Note k(J) is even, so the remaining possibility is k(J)0. In this case, the
second equality in (4.5) implies
J
{J
B| {0={2= } } } =0=&2(2?i)
2&k(J)({1)wt(J)&|J |(F (1)2&k(J)(x1)). (4.7)
Since the F (i)k are quasimodular, it follows that the (
J{J) B| {0={2= } } } =0
are quasimodular except possibly (because of the constant term on the
right) in the case k(J)2; |J |=1 where the constant term is not correct.
This only happens if J=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ...) where j=1 for some j3 odd and
all the other entries are zero. In this case k(J)= j+1 and it follows from
(4.6) and the identity !(s)=(2s&1) ‘(s) that

{j
B| {=0=(&4?i) 2& j (F (2)j+1(x1)+(2
j&1) ‘(& j)2)
=(&4?i) 2& jF (2)j+1(x1)+2?i!(& j).
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The last constant term exactly cancels the &2?i!(& j) which appears in the
first sum on the right in (4.2). This completes the proof of quasimodularity
for 0.
It remains to prove quasimodularity for V(x1 , ...). The proof parallels
that in [11]. We begin by expanding
V({1 , {2 , ...)= :
K=(k2 , k3 , ...)
AK ({1) {KK! , (4.8)
V(T &n({))= :

m=0
:
K
({1)m AK ({1)(T &n({1)&{1)m (m!)&1 (T &n({))KK! ,
(4.9)
0({)= :

n=&
:
J=( j0 , j2 , j3 , ...)
:

m=0
:
K
({1)m AK ({1)(T &n({1)&{1)m
_(m!)&1(T &n({))K (K!)&1 aJnwt(J){J (J!)&1 xn
22
1 . (4.10)
Here J aJn
wt(J) {J (J !)&1 is the power series expansion of xn0x
n33
2 x
n44
3 } } } ,
with aJ independent of n.
One verifies the expansion
T &n({j)={j+\j+11 + n{j+1+\
j+2
2 + n2{j+2+ } } } . (4.11)
Fix m0 and K=(k2 , k3 , ...). Let P({)={ p22 {
p2
3 } } } and Qi ({)=
{qiii {
qi, i+1
i+1 } } } ; i2 be monomials with deg(P)= p j=m and deg(Qi)=ki .
Define the weights by wt(P)= ( j+1) pj and wt(Qi)= ji ( j+1) qij .
As a consequence of (4.11), P appears in (T &n({1)&{1)m (m !)&1 with a
coefficient cP, mnwt(P)&2m, where cP, m is constant independent of n.
Similarly, Q :=> Qi appears in (T &n({))K (K!)&1 with coefficient
c[Qi], Kn
 i wt(Qi)&(i+1) ki. Now fix J=( j0 , j2 , ...). We obtain a contribution
to the coefficient of the monomial P({) Q({) {J in (4.10) of the form
cJ, K, m, [Qi], P
m
{m1
AK ({1) :

n=&
nwt(P)&2m+ i (wt(Qi)&(i+1) ki)+wt(J)xn221 .
(4.12)
If the exponent of n is odd, this cancels. Assume this exponent equals 2r for
r0 an integer. Then (4.12) can be rewritten
bJ, K, m, [Qi], P
m
{m1
AK ({1)
r
{r1
%00({1), (4.13)
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where %00({1)= exp(?in2{1) is a modular form of weight 12. Since dif-
ferentiation preserves quasimodularity and increases weight by 2, it follows
that, assuming AK ({1) is quasimodular of weight wt(K)& 12 , the expression
in (4.13) is quasimodular of weight wt(P)+ wt(Qi)+wt(J).
We will prove AK ({1) is quasimodular of weight wt(K)&12 by induc-
tion on wt(K). Write
%00(x)= :

&
xn22= ‘
m1
(1&xm) ‘
m0
(1+xm+12)2
=’(x) 0(1, x, 1,1 ...).
Substituting xj=1; j{1 in Theorem 2.3 yields
0(1, x1 , 1, ...)=V(x1 , 1, ...)  xn
22
1 =V(x1 , 1, ...) %00(x1),
V(x1 , 1, ...)=’(x1)&1.
This is modular of weight &12 as desired. Now fix an index set
M=(m2 , m3 , ...) with wt(M)>0 and assume AK ({1) is quasimodular of
weight wt(K)&12 for all K with wt(K)<wt(M). Consider the coefficient
BM({1) of {M in the expansion of 0({) (4.10). We know that BM is
quasimodular of weight wt(M). It is a sum of terms (4.13), of which all but
one involve AK with wt(K)<wt(M) and are quasimodular of weight
wt(M) by our inductive hypothesis. The one remaining term, which
appears with coefficient (M !)&1, is AM({1) %00({1) (take J=0=m, P=1,
Qi={mii ). It follows that AM({1) is quasimodular of weight wt(M)&12 as
desired.
5. PRELIMINARIES ON PARTITIONS
Let *=*1*2 } } } *l>0=*l+1= } } } be a partition. l=l(*) is the
length of the partition, and |*|= *i is the number being partitioned.
Let f (*) be a function on the set of partitions. Assuming f does not grow
too rapidly with |*| we may consider for |q|<<1 the ratio
( f ) q :=
* f (*) q
|*|
* q
|*| =(q) :
*
f (*) q |*|. (5.1)
Here, we write for q given and n,
(a)n=(1&a)(1&aq)(1&aq2) } } } (1&aqn). (5.2)
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Fix an integer n1 and variables t1 , ..., tn . We will be interested in the
following ‘‘n-point correlation function’’
F(t1 , ..., tn) := ‘
n
k=1 \ :

i=1
t*i&i+12k +q . (5.3)
To understand the relation between F and the character V(q), we take
a small detour, beginning with some basic ideas from the theory of parti-
tions. The diagram of a partition * is simply the array of dots (or squares)
with *1 dots in the first row, *2 dots in the second row, etc. Here is 4, 4,
3, 2, 1.
M M M M
M M M M
M M M
M M
M
The transposed partition *$ is obtained by flipping along the diagonal
M M M M M
M M M M
M M M
M M
For *ii let mi=* i&i be the number of dots to the right of the ith point
on the diagonal, and let ni be the number of points below it. (So
ni (*)=m i (*$).) Note m1>m2> } } } 0 and similarly for the ni . The mi and
ni are called Frobenius coordinates of * and written (mi , ..., mp | n1 , ..., np).
For example, Frobenius coordinates for 4, 4, 3, 2, 1 are (3, 2, 0 | 4, 2, 0).
Frobenius coordinates are related to the *i via the following generating
function identity.
Lemma 5.1. Let * be a partition of length l with Frobenius coordinates
(mi , ..., mp | n1 , ..., np). Then
:
i
(t*i&i+12&t&i+12)=:
k
(tmk+12&t&(nk+12)).
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Proof. It is clear that the mk correspond to the nonnegative *i&i. Thus
it will suffice to identify the terms with negative exponents on the two sides.
This follows from the identity of sets of numbers
[*p+1&( p+1), ..., *l&l, &n1&1, ..., &np&1]=[&l, ..., &2, &1],
which, in turn, follows by comparing the negative elements from the
identity
[*1&1, ..., *l&l, &*$1 , ..., &*$k+k&1]=[&l, ..., k&1], \k*1 ,
established in [13, Chap. I, (1.7)]. K
Substituting t=exp(u) and expanding in the previous lemma yields
identities
:
i
(*i&i+ 12)
r+(&1)r+1 (i& 12)
r
=:
j
(m j+ 12)
r+(&1)r+1 (n j+ 12)
r=: pr(*). (5.4)
For example, |*|= p1(*). Recall we have already encountered the pr(*) in
the expansion for the character V(q),
V(q1 , q2 , q3 , ...)=q&!(&1)1 q
&!(&3)
3 } } } :
*
‘
r1
q pr (*)r . (5.5)
To see the connection more specifically, write qn=exp(2?i{n) and consider
the differential operator
$=$(u) :=u&1+(2?i)&1 :

n=1
un
n !

{n
. (5.6)
Proposition 5.2. We have with F as in (5.3) and t=exp(u)
F (t)=’(q1) $V| {2={3= } } } =0 .
Proof. Consider the Bernoulli polynomials, defined by
u exp(xu)
exp(u)&1
= :

k=0
Bk(x) ukk! ; B0(x)=1, B1(x)=x&
1
2
. (5.7)
One has [6, Theorem 1, p. 43]
!(1&m)=
&Bm(12)
m
. (5.8)
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Combining these identities yields
& :

n=1
!(&n) unn !=
1
t12&t&12
&u&1= :

i=1
t&i+12&u&1. (5.9)
On the other hand, using Lemma 5.1 and the identity
’(q1)&1=q&!(&1)1 :
*
q |*|1 , (5.10)
one computes
’(q1) $V| {2= } } } =0=u
&1& !(&n) unn !
+\:* q
|*|
1 +
&1
:
*
q |*|1 :

i=1
(t*i&i+12&t&i+12)
=u&1+\:* q
|*|
1 +
&1
:
*
q |*|1 :

i=1
t*i&i+12&u&1
 :

i=1
t*i&i+12q1 =F (t). K
More generally, one finds
’(q1) $(u1) b } } } b $(un) V| {2= } } } =0= ‘
n
k=1 \ :

i=1
t*i&i+12k +q1 =F(t1 , ..., tn).(5.11)
This is also equivalent to the formula (0.18) from the Introduction.
6. THE FORMULA FOR CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
In this section we give a detailed statement of our results on the generat-
ing function F(t1 , ..., tn) defined in (5.3). To simplify notation, we write
3(x)=3(x; q) for the following theta function
3(x)=311(x; q)=’&3(q) :
n # Z
(&1)n q(n+12)22xn+12 (6.1)
=(q)&2 (x
12&x&12)(qx)(qx) . (6.2)
The function 3(x) is odd,
3(x&1)=&3(x),
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and satisfies the difference equation
3(qmx)=(&1)m q&m22x&m3(x), m # Z. (6.3)
Define
3(k)(x) :=\x x+
k
311(x; q), 3 $=3(1), etc., (6.4)
where x(x) is the natural invariant vector field on the group C*=C"0.
We shall prove the following
Theorem 6.1.
F(t1 , ..., tn)= :
_ # S(n)
det(3( j&i+1)(t_(1) } } } t_(n& j))( j&i+1)!)ni, j=1
3(t_(1)) 3(t_(1) t_(2)) } } } 3(t_(1) } } } t_(n))
. (6.5)
Here _ runs through all permutations S(n) of [1, ..., n], the matrices in the
numerator have size n_n, and we define 1(&n)!=0 if n1.
In particular, since 3 $(1)=1 and 3"(1)=0, we have
F(t1)=
1
3(t1)
,
F(t1 , t2)=
1
3(t1 t2) \
3 $(t1)
3(t1)
+
3 $(t2)
3(t2) + .
For n=3 the formula (6.5) looks as
3$(t_(1)t_(2))
3(t_(1)t_(2))
1
2
3"(t_(1))
3(t_(1))
3$$$(1)
3!
F(t1 , t2 , t3)=
1
3(t1 t2 t3)
:
_ # G(3)
det\ 1 3$(t_(1))3(t_(1)) 0 + .1 3$(1)
=
1
3(t1 t2 t3) \ :1i{j3
3$(ti)
3(ti )
3$(ti tj )
3(ti tj )
& :
3
i=1
3"(ti )
3(ti )
+3$$$(1)+ .
The determinants in (6.5), having only one non-zero diagonal below the
main diagonal, have a nice combinatorial expansion; see the formula (7.7)
below.
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One has the following simple
Lemma 6.2.
3(2m+1)(1; q)=(2m+1)! :
k1+2k2+ } } } =m
(&2)k1+k2+ } } }
k1 ! k2 ! } } }
>
i \
G2i (q)
(2i)! +
ki
. (6.7)
Observe that the sum in (6.7) is over all partitions 1k12k23k3... of the
number m and k1+k2+ } } } is the length of such a partition. In particular,
3(3)(1; q)=&6G2(q),
3(5)(1; q)=&10G4(q)+60G2(q)2,
3(7)(1; q)=&14G6(q)+420G4(q) G2(q)&840G2(q)3.
This lemma will be proved below.
Remark 6.3. The equality of Theorem 6.1 may look like an equality of
multivalued functions but in fact the only ambiguity is the factor
- t1 } } } tn
which appears on both sides of the theorem and, therefore, can be ignored.
Remark 6.4. Alternatively, one may consider the (n+1)_(n+1)
matrix
3(t1 } } } tn) 3$(t1 } } } tn&1) } } }
1
n!
3(n)(0)
0 3(t1 } } } tn&1) } } }
1
(n&1)!
3(n&1)(0)
B B } } } B
.
(6.8)
0 0 } } } 3$(0)
0 0 } } } 0
(Note the bottom right hand entry is 3(0)=0.) This matrix has rank n, so
there will be a unique column vector
vn (t1 , ..., tn )
vn&1 (t1 , ..., tn&1 )\ B +v1 (t1)
1
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which is killed by multiplication on the left by the matrix (6.8). Then
F(t1 , ..., tr)=:
_
vr(t_(1) , ..., t_(r)).
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let f (a) be some function of a variable a and let
b be another variable. We have
e f (a+b)& f (a)=exp \ :

m=1
f (m)(a)
m!
bm+
= ‘

m=1
exp \f
(m)(a)
m!
bm+
= ‘

m=1
:

k=0 \
f (m)(a)
m! +
k bmk
k!
= :

s=0
:
k1+2k2+3k3+ } } } =s
bs
k1 ! k2! k3 ! } } }
‘

k=1 \
f (i)(a)
i! +
ki
.
In other words, we have
e& f (q)
d s
das
e f (a)
=s ! :
k1+2k2+3k3+ } } } =s
1
k1 ! k2 ! k3 ! } } } \
f $
1!+
k1
\f "2!+
k2
\f $$$3! +
k3
} } } . (6.9)
We wish to apply the above formula to the triple product formula for the
theta function and use the fact that
\x ddx+
m
log((qx)(qx))} x=1 ={
&2Gm(q)&Bm m,
0,
m is even
m is odd.
The derivative 3(2m+1)(1; q) is quasimodular of weight 2m. It is, therefore,
sufficient, to compute the term
(2m+1) \x ddx (x12&x&12)+\x
d
dx+
2m
(qx) (qx) }x=1 ,
which gives the contribution of the maximal weight. Using (6.9) we obtain
that the above term equals the RHS of (6.7) modulo terms of lower weight.
This establishes (6.7). K
Before diving into the proof of Theorem 6.1 in the next section, we give
as a warmup the proof for the 1-point functions.
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Theorem 6.5.
:i t
*i&i+12q =
1
3(t)
.
Lemma 6.6.
(t*k) q=
(q)
(1&q) } } } (1&qk&1)(1&qkt)(1&qk+1t) } } }
.
Proof. The notation is as in (5.2). Recall in Section 5 we defined the
transpose *$ of a partition *. The lemma is straightforward once one
observes that
(t*k) q=(t*$k) q=(t>[i | *ik]) q . K
Recall the following Heine’s q-analog of the Gauss 2F1 -summation.
Given any a, b, c satisfying |c|< |ab| we have
:

n=0
(a)n(b)n
(c)n(q)n \
c
ab+
n
=
(ca) (cb)
(c) (cab)
, (6.10)
see, for example, [5, Sect. 1.5]. Recall that the symbol (a)n was defined in
(5.2).
Proof of Theorem 6.5.
:i t
*i&i+12q = :

k=1
t12&k
(qk)
(qkt)
=t&12
(q)
(qt)
:

r=0
t&r
(qt) i
(q) i
=
(q)2
(t12&t&12)(qt)(qt)
=
1
3(t)
. K
7. BEGINNING OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1
Our strategy for proving Theorem 6.1 will be based on the following
simple implication
\f (x) is holomorphic on C"0 andf (qx)= f (x) +O ( f (x) is a constant).
We shall show that both sides of Theorem 6.1 satisfy the same difference
equation and have the same singularities.
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We now introduce some useful notation. Given indices 1<i1< } } } <in ,
set
 i1 , ..., irt1 , ..., tr := ‘
n
k=1
t*ik&ik+12k q
= ‘
n
k=1
t12&ikk  ‘
n
k=1
t*$ik
k q
=(q)
t12&i1 } } } t12&irr
(q) i1&1(q
i1t1) i2&i1(q
i2t1 t2) i3&i2 } } } (q
irt1 } } } tr)
. (7.1)
The notation (a)n is as in (5.2), and the last equality in (7.1) is a
straightforward generalization of Lemma 6.6. For brevity, write
it :=
i1 , ..., ir
t1 , ..., tr.
Set
H(t1 , ..., tn) := :
i1< } } } <in
it , (7.2)
G(t1 , ..., tn) := :
_ # S(n)
H(t_(1) , ..., t_(n)). (7.3)
By 6n denote the set of all partitions of the set [1, ..., n]. An element ?
of 6n
?=[?1 , ..., ? l] # 6n , ?i /[1, ..., n],
is by definition an unordered collection of subsets of [1, ..., n] such that
?i & ?j=<, i{ j,
?1 _ } } } _ ?l=[1, ..., n].
Note the difference between partitions of the set [1, ..., n] and partitions of
the number n. The number l is called the length of ? and is denoted by l(?).
The subset ?i are called the blocks of ?.
Given a partition ? # 6n set
G?(t1 , ..., tn) :=G \ ‘k # ?1 tk , ..., ‘k # ?l(?) tk+ .
For example, if n=3 and ?=[[1, 2], [3]] then
G?(t1 , t2 , t3)=G(t1 t2 , t3).
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With this notation we have
F(t1 , ..., tn)= :
? # 6n
G?(t). (7.4)
Set also
F ?(t1 , ..., tn) :=F \ ‘k # ?1 tk , ..., ‘k # ?l(?) tk + , ? # 6n . (7.5)
We shall also need the set 1n of all compositions of the set [1, ..., n]. By
definition, the set 1n consists of all ordered collections
#=(#1 , ..., #l), #i /[1, ..., n],
such that
#i & #j=<, i{ j,
#1 _ } } } _ #l=[1, ..., n].
The number l is called again the length of # and is denoted by l(#). The set
1n is in a natural one-to-one correspondence with the set (n of all partial
flags
<=v1 / v2 / } } } / vl / vl+1=[1, ..., n]
in the set [1, ..., n], namely, we set
v(#)k=#1 _ } } } _ #k&1 . (7.6)
For any partition ? or composition # of an n-element set of length l define
its sign as
(&1)?=(&1)#=(&1)n+l.
Then, in particular, the sign of a permutation equals the sign of the corres-
ponding partition into disjoint cycles.
Denote by U(t1 , ..., tn) the RHS of (6.5), and set
T(t1 , ..., tn) :=3(t1 } } } tn) U(t1 , ..., tn)
= :
_ # S(n)
1
3(t_(1)) 3(t_(1) t_(2)) } } } 3(t_(1) } } } t_(n&1))
_det \3
( j&i+1)(t_(1) } } } t_(n& j))
( j&i+1)! + .
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Expanding the determinants one obtains
T(t1 , ..., tn)= :
# # 1n
(&1)# 3(>#1)(1) ‘
l(#)
k=2
3 (>#k)(> i # v(#)k t i)
3(> i # v(#)k t i)
, (7.7)
where we used the notation (7.6) for the partial sums of a composition #.
Define the functions T ?(t), ? # 6n , as in (7.5).
We will use the two subsets of 6n . By 6%n denote the set of all partitions
? such that ? has as most one block of cardinality >1 which, in addition,
contains the number 1. By 6 nv denote the set of all partitions ? that have
[1] as a block. We have, for example
[[1, 2], [3]] # 6 3b ,
[[1], [2, 3]] # 6 3v .
Denote by
Atom([1, ..., n])=[[1], ..., [n]] # 6n
the partition into 1-element subsets. It is clear that
6 nb & 6 nv=Atom([1, ..., n]).
Define the subsets 1 nb , 1 nv/1n in the same way as for partitions of
[1, ..., n].
We shall need the following identities
Lemma 7.1.
:
? # 6n
(&1)? l(?)!= :
# # 1n
(&1)#=1 (7.8)
:
? # 6n
(&1) l(?) (l(?)&1)!=0. (7.9)
Proof. We shall prove (7.8). The proof of (7.9) is similar. Define
f : 6n  6n&1 in the obvious way, by simple omitting n from a partition.
We argue by induction on n. Note
> f &1(?)=l(?)+1.
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More precisely, f &1(?) contains l(?) partitions of length l(?) and one parti-
tion of length l(?)+1. We compute
:
? # 6n
(&1)n+l(?) l(?)!
= :
? # 6n&1
(&1)n ((&1) l(?) l(?) l(?)!+(&1)l(?)+1 (l(?)+1)!)
= :
? # 6n&1
(&1)n&1+l(?) l(?)!=1. K
8. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR THE CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS
The aim of this section is the following
Theorem 8.1.
F(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn)=&q12t1 } } } tn \ :? # 6 bn (&1)
? F ?(t1 , ..., tn)+ .
Recall that, by definition,
:
? # 6 bn
(&1)? F ?(t1 , ..., tn)
= :
n&1
s=0
(&1)s :
1<i1< } } } <isn
F(t1 t i1 t i2 } } } t is , ..., t i1@, ..., t is@ , ...).
We begin with some auxiliary propositions.
Proposition 8.2. For any k=1, ..., n
H(t1 , ..., qtk , ..., tn)=&q12t1 } } } tnH(t1 , ..., tn)
+
qtk
1&qtk
H(t1 , ..., tk&1 , qtk tk+1 , tk+2 , ..., tn)
&
1
1&qtk
H(t1 , ..., tk&2 , qtk&1tk , tk+1 , ..., tn).
Here if k=1 (or k=n) the third (second ) summand should be omitted.
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Corollary 8.3.
G(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn)=&q12t1 } } } tn G(t1 , ..., tn)
& :
n
k=2
G(qt1 tk , t2 , ..., tk&1 , tk+1 , ..., tn) (8.1)
=&q12t1 } } } tn \ :? # 6 bn (&1)
? (n&l(?))! G?(t)+ . (8.2)
Lemma 8.4. Let u and v be two variable. For any integers a<b
:
a<i<b
(qv)12&i
(qau) i&a (q iuv)b&i
=
1
1&qv \
(qv)32&b
(qau)b&a&1
&
(qv)12&a
(qa+1uv)b&a&1+ . (8.3)
In particular, for a=1 and u=1 we obtain
:
1i<b
(qv)12&i
(q) i&1(qiv)b&i
=
1
1&qv
(qv)32&b
(q)b&2
. (8.4)
Proof. This follows from the following particular case of the q-Gauss
summation formula (6.10): for any c and d one has
:

i=c
(qv)12&i
(qduv) i&c
(qdu) i&c
=&(qv)32&c
1&qd&1u
1&qv
. K (8.5)
In the rest of the section we shall write a<<b if a+1<b.
Lemma 8.5. We have
H(t1 , ..., qtk , ..., tn)
= :
i1< } } } ik<<ik+1< } } } <in
q12&ik(1&q ikt1 } } } tk) tk+1 } } } tn  i1 , ..., int1 , ..., tn (8.7)
=: i1< } } } <ik&1<<ik< } } } <in q
32&ik(1&qik&1t1 } } } tk&1) tk } } } tn
_ i1 , ..., int1 , ..., tn.
Proof. Recall that by definition
H(t1 , ..., qtk , ..., tn)= :
i1< } } } <in
 i1 , ..., int1 , ..., qtk , ..., tn .
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We have the two following identities:
 i1 , ..., int1 , ..., qtk , ..., tn (8.8)
=q12&ik(1&qikt1 } } } tk) tk+1 } } } tn i1 , ..., ik , ik+1+1, ..., in+1t1 , ..., tn  (8.9)
=q12&ik(1&qikt1 } } } tk&1) tk } } } tn i1 , ..., ik&1 , ik+1, ..., in+1t1 , ..., tn  . (8.9)
Replacing in (8.8) the indices ik+1+1, ..., in+1 by ik+1 , ..., in we obtain
(8.6). Replacing in (8.9) the indices ik+1, ..., in+1 by ik , ..., in we obtain
(8.7). K
Proof of Proposition 8.2. Consider the general case 1<k<n. The two
other cases k=1 and k=n are similar. Rewrite the sum (8.6) as
:
i1< } } } <ik<<ik+1< } } } <in
q12&ik(1&qikt1 } } } tk) tk+1 } } } tn  i1 , ..., int1 , ..., tn
= :
i1< } } } <in
( } } } )& :
ik+1=ik+1
i1< } } } <ik<<ik+2< } } } <in
( } } } ), (8.10)
and denote the two summands in the RHS of (8.10) by 71 and 72 . The
formula (8.6) together with the following identity
q12&ik(1&qikt1 } } } tk) tk+1 } } } tn i1 , ..., ik , ik+1, ik+2 , ..., int1 , ..., tn 
=q12&ik(1&qikt1 } } } tk+1) tk+2 } } } tn  i1 , ..., ik&1 , ik ,t1 , ..., tk&1 , tk tk+1 ,
ik+2 , ..., in
tk+2 , ..., tn
implies that
72=H(t1 , ..., qtk tk+1 , ..., tn).
Set
73 :=71+q12t1 } } } tnH(t1 , ..., tn)
=tk+1 } } } tn :
i1< } } } <in
q12&ikit . (8.11)
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Using Lemma 8.4 we can evaluate one of the nested sums in (8.11) as
:
ik&1<ik<ik+1
(qtk)12&ik
(qik&1t1 } } } tk&1) ik&ik&1(q
ikt1 } } } tk) ik+1&ik
=
1
1&qtk \
(qtk)32&ik+1
(qik&1t1 } } } tk&1) ik+1&ik&1&1
&
(qtk)12&ik&1
(qik&1+1t1 } } } tk) ik+1&ik&1&1 + .
Then sum 73 becomes the difference
tk } } } tn
1&qtk
:
} } } <ik&1<<ik+1< } } }
q32&ik+1(1&qik+1&1t1 } } } tk&1)
_ ..., ik&1 , ik+1 , ......, tk&1 , tk tk+1 , ...
&
tk+1 } } } tn
1&qtk
:
} } } <ik&1<<ik+1< } } }
q12&ik&1(1&q ik&1t1 } } } tk)
_ ..., ik&1 , ik+1 , ......, tk&1tk , tk+1 , ....
By Lemma 8.5 this yields
73=
1
1&qtk
H(t1 , ..., tk&1 , qtk tk+1 , ..., tn)
&
1
1&qtk
H(t1 , ..., qtk&1 tk , tk+1 , ..., tn).
Thus,
H(t1 , ..., qtk , ..., tn)=73&q12t1 } } } tnH(t1 , ..., tn)&72
=&q12t1 } } } tnH(t1 , ..., tn)
+
qtk
1&qtk
H(t1 , ..., tk&1 , qtktk+1 , tk+2 , ..., tn)
&
1
1&qtk
H(t1 , ..., tk&2 , qtk&1 tk , tk+1 , ..., tn).
This concludes the proof. K
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Proof of Corollary 8.3. We will prove (8.1); Eq. (8.2) follows easily
from (8.1). Substitute the formula from Proposition 8.2 into (7.3) and
consider the coefficient of a summand
H(..., qt1 t j , ...), j=2, ..., n.
Such a summand arises from the expansion of
H(..., qt1 , t j , ...) and H(..., t j , qt1 , ...).
The sum of the coefficients equals
qt1
1&qt1
&
1
1&qt1
=&1.
This proves (8.1). K
Proposition 8.6.
F(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn)=&q12t1 } } } tn \ :? # 6 vn G
?(t)+ . (8.12)
Proof. Substitute (8.2) into (7.4). Let c? denote the coefficient of the
summand G?(t) in this expansion. It is clear that
c?=&q12t1 } } } tn , ? # 6 nv .
Suppose that ?  6 nv and show that c?=0. Since F(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn) is sym-
metric in variables t2 , ..., tn we can assume that
?=[[1, 2, ..., m], ?2 , ..., ?l], 1<mn,
where [?2 , ..., ? l] is a partition of the set [m+1, ..., n].
Let _ be a partition of [1, ..., m]
_=[_1 , ..., _s] # 6m .
Set
? 7 _=[_1 , ..., _s , ?2 , ..., ?l] # 6n .
It is easy to see that the term G?(t) arises precisely from the expansion of
the terms of the form
G? 7 _(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn), _ # 6m .
By (8.2) it arises with the coefficient
q12t1 } } } tn(&1) l(_) (l(_)&1)!.
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By (7.9), the sum of these coefficients over all _ # 6m equals zero. This
concludes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 8.1. We will show that the RHS in Theorem 8.1
equals the RHS of (8.12). Substitute (7.4) into RHS of Theorem 8.1 and let
c? denote the coefficient of the summand C?(t) in this expansion. Again, it
is clear that
c?=&q12t1 } } } tn , ? # 6 nv .
and we have to show that
c?=0, ?  6 nv .
Again, we can suppose that
?=[[1, 2, ..., m], ?2 , ..., ?l], 1<mn,
where [?2 , ..., ? l] is a partition of the set [m+1, ..., n].
For any set S denote Atom(S) the partition of S into one-element
blocks. The summand G?(t) arises in the RHS from the expansion of terms
F [[S], Atom([1, ..., n]"S)](t), 1 # S/[1, ..., m],
and therefore the coefficient c? equals
c?=&q12t1 } } } tn :
1 # S/[1, ..., m]
(&1) |S| +1
=&q12t1 } } } tn :
m&1
k=0
(&1)k \m&1k +
=0.
This concludes the proof. K
9. SINGULARITIES OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
In this section we consider the singularities of the function F(t1 , ..., tn).
The series (7.4) converges uniformly on the compact subsets of the set
[ |ti |>1, i=1, ..., n]> .S/[1, ..., n] .

m=1 {q
m ‘
k # S
tk=1=
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and has simple poles on the divisors
{qm ‘k # S tk=1= , S/[1, ..., n].
The difference equation from Theorem 8.1 gives a meromorphic continua-
tion of the function F(t) onto (a double cover of) the domain (C"0)n.
By symmetry, it suffices to consider the divisors
qmt1 t2 } } } tk=1, kn, m=1, 2, .... (9.1)
We shall prove the following
Theorem 9.1. We have
F(t1 , ..., tn)=(&1)m
qm22mk&1
qmt1 } } } tk&1
F(tk+1 , ..., tn)
(tk+1 } } } tn)m
+ } } } , (9.2)
where dots stand for terms regular at the divisor (9.1) and we assume that
F(tk+1 , ..., tn)=1, k=n.
A curious property of (9.2) is that the residue
Res[qmt1t2 } } } tk=1] F(t1 , ..., tn) (9.3)
does not depend on the variables t1 , ..., tk .
Introduce the following notation. Given a function f (i1 , ..., in) set
:
1i1 } } } ikm
f (i1 , ..., in)= :
1i1 } } } inm
f (i1 , ..., in)
>StabS(n)[i1 , ..., in]
.
If the function f is symmetric, we have
:
1i1 } } } ikm
f (i1 , ..., in)=
1
n!
:
m
i1, ..., in=1
f (i1 , ..., in). (9.4)
With this notation we have
F (t)= :
of t1, ..., tn
over all permutations
:
1i1 } } } in
 it.
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It is clear that the evaluation of the residue (9.3) boils down to the evalua-
tion of the sum
:
of t1, ..., tk
permutations
:
1i1 } } } ikm
t12&i11 } } } t
12&ik
k
(q) i1&1(q
i1t1) i2&i1(q
i2t1 t2) i3&i2 } } } (q
ikt1 } } } tk)m&ik
, (9.5)
where the variables t1 , ..., tk are subject to constraint
qmt1 } } } tk=1.
This evaluation follows from a curious rational function identity which
shall now be established. Set
{ i1 , ..., ikt1 , ..., tk=m :=
1
(q) i1&1(q
i1t1) i2&i1(q
i2t1 t2) i3&i2 } } } (q
ikt1 } } } tk)m&ik
.
Then we have the following
Theorem 9.2. Let m, k # N and suppose that
qmt1 t2 } } } tk=1.
Then
:
of t1, ..., tk
cyclic permutations
:
1i1 } } } ikm
{ i1 , ..., ikt1 , ..., tk=m =
mk&1
(k&1)!
. (9.6)
In particular, this sum is independent of variables q, t1 , ..., tk .
Proof of Theorem 9.2. Let us use q, t1 , ..., tk&1 as independent
variables. First, show that LHS of (9.6) does not depend on t1 , ..., tk&1 .
Since it is a rational function bounded on infinity it suffices to show that
it does not have any poles. The only poles it can possibly have are simple
poles on divisors
ts ts+1 } } } tr&1 tr=q&l, srk&1, 1lm.
By symmetry, it suffices to consider the pole on
t1 } } } tr=q&l, rk&1, 1lm. (9.7)
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This pole arises from two type of summands in (9.6). First, it arises from
the summands
{ i1 , ..., ikt1 , ..., tk=m , irl<ir+1 , (9.8)
and it also arises from summands
{ i1 , ..., iktr+1 , ..., tk , t1 , , tr=m , ik&rm&l<ik&r+1 . (9.9)
We shall match each summand of the form (9.8) to a summand of the form
(9.9) in such a way that the poles in each pair will cancel out. Namely, it
is easy to see that the sum
{ i1 , ..., ikt1 , ..., tk=m +{
ir+1&l, ..., ik&l, i1+m&l, ..., ir+m&l
tr+1 , ..., tk , t1 , ..., tr =m , (9.10)
where
1i1 } } } irl<ir+1 } } } ikm,
is regular on the divisor (9.7); notice that the inequalities
1i1 } } } ir<ir+1 } } } ikm
imply that
>Stab[i1 , ..., ik]=>Stab[ir+1&l, ..., ik&l, i1+m&l, ..., ir+m&l].
This proves that the LHS of (9.6) is regular on (9.7).
Therefore, the LHS of (9.6) does not depend on t1 , ..., tk and we can
substitute
t1=t2= } } } =tk&1=1, tk=q&m.
Then the LHS of (9.6) becomes
:
1i1 } } } ikm
:
k
r=1
1
(q) ir(q
ir&m)m&ir
. (9.11)
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Since the inner sum in (9.11) is symmetric in i1 , ..., ik we can use (9.4) to
obtain
1
k!
:
m
i1, ..., ik=1
:
k
r=1
1
(q)ir(q
ir&m)m&ir
=
mk&1
(k&1)!
:
m
i=1
1
(q) i (qi&m)m&i
=
mk&1
(k&1)!
1
(q1&m)m&1
:
m
i=1
(q1&m) i&1
(q) i
=
mk&1
(k&1)!
,
where the last equality follows from the q-binomial theorem. This con-
cludes the proof. K
Replacing in (9.6) the variables q, t1 , ..., tk by their reciprocals one
obtains the following
Corollary 9.3. Suppose that qmt1 t2 } } } tk=1. Then the sum
:
of t1, ..., tk
cyclic permutations
:
1i1 } } } ikm
t12&i11 } } } t
12&ik
k
(q) i1&1(q
i1t1) i2&i1(q
i2t1t2) i3&i2 } } } (q
ikt1 } } } tk)m&ik
(9.12)
equals
(&1)m&1
qm22mk&1
(k&1)!
,
for all m and k.
This corollary gives the evaluation of the sum (9.5) and this proves (9.2).
10. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR THE RHS IN (6.5)
In this section we show that the functions U(t1 , ..., tn) satisfy the very
same difference equations as the functions F(t) do.
Since we shall use only the difference equation (6.3) for the theta func-
tion 3(x), let us consider the following general situation.
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Let t0 be an auxiliary variable. We shall eventually let
t0  1.
Modify temporarily the definition (7.6) as
v(#)k=[0] _ #1 _ } } } _ #k&1 . (10.1)
Suppose that a function
r(x; m), m=0, 1, 2, ...,
satisfies the two properties
r(x; 0)=1 (10.2)
identically and
r(qx; m)= :
m
i=0
(&1) i \mi + r(x; m&i). (10.3)
Consider the function
R(t1 , ..., tn | t0)= :
# # 1n
(&1)# ‘
l(#)
k=1
r \ ‘i # v(#)k ti ; >#k+ , (10.4)
where we use the modified definition (10.1). We want to show that
Theorem 10.1. Suppose a function r(x; m) satisfies (10.2) and (10.3).
Then
R(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn | t0)= :
? # 6 bn
(&1)? R?(t1 , ..., tn | t0), (10.5)
where the function R(t1 , ..., tn | t0) was defined in (10.4).
Here, as usual,
R?(t1 , ..., tn | t0) :=R \ ‘k # ?1 tk , ..., ‘k # ?l(?) tk } t0+ , ? # 6n . (10.6)
Proof. Given a composition
#=(#1 , ..., #l),
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let m=m(#) denote the number of the block that contains 1. Substitute
(10.3) into (10.4). We obtain
R(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn | t0)= :
# # 1n
:
>#m+1
sm+1=0
} } } :
>#l
sl=0
_#1 , ..., #m } #m+1 , ..., #lsm+1 , ..., sl & , (10.7)
where
_#1 , ..., #m } #m+1 , ..., #lsm+1 , ..., sl & (10.8)
stands for the product
(&1)n+l(#)+sm+1+ } } } +sl ‘
m
k=1
r \ ‘i # v(#)k ti ; >#k+
_ ‘
l
k=m+1 \
>#i
si + r \ ‘i # v(#)k t i ; >#k&si+.
Let us divide all summands (10.8) into 3 following types according to
occurrence of certain patterns in the sequence sm+1 , ..., s l . The summands
of the form
_#1 , ..., #m } #m+1 ,>#m+1 ,
...,
...,
#k ,
>#k ,
...
0, ..., 0& , m+1kl, (10.9)
will be called type I summands. If (10.8) is not of type I then let k,
m+1kl, be the minimal number such that
(0<sk<>#k) or (sk=0 and sk+1=>#k+1).
We shall say that (10.8) is of type II (type III) if the first (second)
parentheses contain a true statement.
We shall show that the type II summands cancel with the type III sum-
mand while the type I summands produce the RHS of (10.5).
The cancelation of type II and type III summands follows from the
following identity. Suppose that
0<sk<>#k .
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Then
_#1 , ..., #m } ..., #k , ......, sk , ...&
+ :
>$=sk
$/#k
_#1 , ..., #m } ...,...,
#k"$,
0,
$,
>$,
...
...&=0. (10.10)
To see (10.10) notice that all ( #ksk ) summands in the sum over subsets $/#k
are equal and proportional to the first summand in (10.10).
Now consider a type I summand (10.9). Set
$=#m+1 _ } } } _ #k . (10.11)
We want to fix a subset
$/[2, ..., n]
and compute the sum of all type I summands (10.9) satisfying (10.11). Let
us consider the nontrivial case
${<.
First sum over all
(#m+1 , ..., #k) # 1($),
where 1($) stands for the set of all compositions of the set $. We have
_#1 , ..., #m } #m+1 ,>#m+1 ,
...,
...,
#k ,
>#k ,
#k+1 , ...
0, ..., 0 &
=(&1)k&m+1 _#1 , ..., #m } $,>$,
#k+1 , ...
0, ..., 0 & . (10.12)
Since (10.12) depends only on the parity of number of parts in the com-
position (10.11) we can use (7.8) to obtain
:
(#m+1, ..., #n) # 1($)
_#1 , ..., #m } #m+1 ,>#m+1 ,
...,
...
#k ,
>#k ,
#k+1 , ...
0, ..., 0 &
=(&1)>$+1 _#1 , ..., #m } $,>$,
#k+1 , ...
0, ..., 0 & .
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Now sum over the remaining blocks
(#1 , ..., #m , #k+1 , ..., #l).
It follows from the definition (10.4), (10.6) that
(&1)>$+1 :
(#1, ..., #m , #k+1, ..., #l)
_#1 , ..., #m } $,>$,
#k+1 , ...
0, ..., 0 &
=(&1)n+l(_) R_(t | t0),
where _=_($) is the following element of 6 bn
_=[1 _ $, Atom([2, ..., n]"$)].
Recall that Atom([2, ..., n]"$) denotes the partition of the set [2, ..., n]"$
into 1-element blocks.
Thus, the sum of all type I summands in (10.7) equals RHS of (10.5).
This concludes the proof of the theorem. K
Corollary 10.2.
T(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn)= :
? # 6 bn
(&1)n+l(?) T ?(t1 , ..., tn). (10.13)
Proof. Take
r(x; m)=
3(m)(x)
3(x)
.
By virtue of (6.3) this function satisfies (10.3) and it obviously satisfies
(10.2). We have
T(t1 , ..., tn)=Rest0=1 R(t1 , ..., tn | t0).
Taking the residue in (10.5) we obtain (10.13). K
Corollary 10.3.
U(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn)=&q12t1 } } } tn \ :? # 6 bn(&1)
n+l(?) U ?(t1 , ..., tn)+ . (10.14)
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11. SINGULARITIES OF THE RHS IN (6.5)
In this section we shall prove that U(t1 , ..., tn) has exactly the same
singularities as F(t1 , ..., tn).
Theorem 11.1. For k=1, ..., n we have
U(t1 , ..., tn)=(&1)m
qm22mk&1
qmt1 } } } tk&1
U(tk+1 , ..., tn)
(tk+1 } } } tn)m
+ } } } , (11.1)
where dots stand for terms regular at the divisor
qmt1 } } } tk=1
and we assume that
U(tk+1 , ..., tn)=1, k=n.
Let us again point out that (11.1) implies that the residue
Resqmt1 } } } tk=1 U(t1 , ..., tn)
is independent of t1 , ..., tk . In the proof we shall use a curious identity good
for any odd smooth function which we shall state as a separate
Theorem 11.3.
It is clear that since the function U(t) satisfies the very same difference
equation as F(t) does it suffices to consider the case
m=0.
That is, we have to show that
U(t1 , ..., tn)=
1
t1&1
U(t2 , ..., tn)+ } } } , t1  1, (11.2)
and that
U(t) is regular on [t1 } } } tk=1] for 1<kn. (11.3)
It follows from the very definition of the function U(t) (look, for
example, at the formula (6.6)) that
U(t1 , ..., tn)=U(t1 , ..., tk) U(tk+1 } } } tn)+ } } }
=
T(t1 , ..., tk)
t1 } } } tk&1
U(tk+1 } } } tn)+ } } } ,
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where dots stand for terms regular on the divisor
t1 } } } tk=1.
Since
T(1)=1,
the Theorem 4.1 will follow from the following
Theorem 11.2. We have
T(t1 , ..., tn)} t1 } } } tn=1 =0 (11.4)
provided n>1.
Proof. Until the end of the proof the variables t1 , ..., tn will be always
subject to constraint
t1 } } } tn=1. (11.5)
Induct on n. Since
T(t1 , t2)=
3 $(t1)
3(t1)
+
3 $(t2)
3(t2)
the case n=2 is clear.
First, show that
T(t1 , ..., tn) is a constant. (11.6)
By the difference equation (10.13) and the induction hypothesis
T(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn)=T(t1 , ..., tn)+(&1)n+1.
Similarly
T(qt1 , t2 , ..., tn)=T(qt1 , q&1t2 , ..., tn)+(&1)n+1.
If follows that
T(qt1 , q&1t2 , ..., tn)=T(t1 , ..., tn).
Hence, by virtue of the strategy enunciated at the beginning of Section 7,
the claim (11.6) will follow from the claim
T(t1 , ..., tn) is regular, (11.7)
which will now be established.
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By symmetry it suffices to show that T(t1 , ..., tn) is regular on the divisor
t1 } } } tk=1, 1k<n&2. (11.8)
Again, from the definition (7.7) it is clear that
T(t1 , ..., tn)
=\ 13(t1 } } } tk)+
1
3(tk+1 } } } tn)+ T(t1 } } } tk) T(tk+1 } } } tn)+ } } } , (11.9)
where dots stand for a function regular on (11.8). By (11.5) the sum in
parentheses in (11.9) vanishes and this proves (11.6) and (11.7).
Thus, what is left is to show that LHS of (11.4) vanishes at some point.
This follows from the general identity established below in Theorem 11.3
where one has to substitute
f (x)=3(x).
This concludes the proof of the theorem. K
Let f (x) be an odd function
f (x&1)=&f (x).
Set
f (k)(x) :=\x x+
x
f (x), k # N.
Consider the function
8(t1 , ..., tn) := :
# # 1n
9#(t), (11.10)
where
9#(t)=(&1) l(#) f (>#1)(1) ‘
l(#)
i=2
f (>#i)(> j # v(#)i t j)
f (> j # v(#)i tj)
.
Note that 9#(t)=0 if >#1 is even. We want to prove the following
Theorem 11.3. Suppose that n>1 and the variables t1 , ..., tn are subject
to constraint
t1 } } } tn=1.
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Then for any odd function f (x) with a simple zero at x=1
f (1)=0, f $(1){0
we have
8(t1 , ..., tn)  0, t1  1, (11.11)
where the function 8(t) was defined in (11.10).
Proof. Let us divide all summands in (11.10) into 3 following types:
(1) #l(#)=[1],
(2) #1=[1],
(3) others.
Note that all type 3 summands are regular at t1=1.
Let #=(#1 , ..., #l&1 , [1]) be a type 1 composition. Then the composition
#$=([1], #1 , ..., #l&1)
is of type 2. Consider the sum
9# (t)+9#$(t). (11.12)
There are two possible cases: >#1 is even and >#1 is odd. If
>#1 is even
then the first summand in (11.12) is zero and the second one is regular at
t1=1. In this case we obtain
lim
t1  1
(9#(t)+9#$(t))=(&1) l f (>#1+1) ‘
l&1
i=2
f (>#i)(> j # v(#)i tj)
f (> j # v(#)i t j)
. (11.13)
It is easy to see that (11.13) will exactly cancel with the type 3 summand
corresponding to the composition
([1] _ #1 , ..., #l&1). (11.14)
Note that if >#1 is odd then the contribution of the composition (11.14) is
zero.
Now consider the sum (11.12) in the case
>#1 is odd.
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We have
9#(t)=(&1) l+1 f (>#1)(1)
f $(t1)
f (t1)
‘
l&1
i=2
f (>#i)(> j # v(#)i t j)
f (> j # v(#)i t j)
9#$(t)=(&1) l f $(1)
f (>#1)(t1)
f (t1)
‘
l&1
i=2
f (>#i)(t1 } > j # v(#)i tj)
f (t1 } >j # v(#)i t j)
.
Observe that
f $(t)
f (>#1)(t1)
f (t1)
& f (>#1)(1)
f $(t1)
f (t1)
 0, t1  1 (11.15)
because (11.15) is regular and odd. Therefore
lim
t1  1
(9#(t)+9#$(t))
=(&1) l f (>#1)(1) lim
t1  1
f $(t1)
f (t1) \‘
l&1
i=2
f (>#i)(t1 } > j # v(#)i t j)
f (t1 } > j # v(#)i t j)
& ‘
l&1
i=2
f (>#i)(> j # v(#)i tj)
f (> j # v(#)i tj) + .
By L’Hospital rule this limit equals
(&1)l f (>#1)(1) \ :
l&1
k=2 \
f (>#k+1)(> j # v(#)k t j)
f (> j # v(#)k tj)
&
f (>#k)(> j # v(#)k tj) f $(> j # v(#)k t j)
f (> j # v(#)k t j)
2 + ‘
l&1
i=2
i{k
f (>#1)(> j # v(#)i tj)
f (> j # v(#)i t j) + .
It is easy to see that the summand
(&1) l f (>#1)(1)
f (>#k+1)(> j # v(#)k tj)
f (> j # v(#)k t j)
‘
l&1
i=2
i{k
f (>#1)(> j # v(#)i tj)
f (> j # v(#)i t j)
cancels with the contribution of the type 3 composition
(#1 , ..., [1] _ #k , ..., #l&1), 2kl&1. (11.16)
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Similarly the summand
(&1) l+1 f (>#1)(1)
f (>#1)(> j # v(#)i tj) f $(> j # v(#)i t j)
f (> j # v(#)k t j)
2
_ ‘
l&1
i=2
i{k
f (>#1)(> j # v(#)i t j)
f (> j # v(#)i tj)
cancels with the contribution of the type 3 composition
(#1 , ..., [1], #k , ..., #l&1), 2kl&1. (11.17)
It is clear that the compositions of the term (11.14), (11.16), and (11.17)
exhaust the set of type 3 compositions. This concludes the proof. K
12. CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1
Induct on n. Suppose that n=1. By Theorems 8.1 and 9.1 the function
3(t1) F(t1)
is holomorphic on C"0, invariant under the transformation
t1 [ qt1 ,
and equal to 1 for t1=1. It follows that
F(t1)=
1
3(t1)
.
Suppose that n>1 and consider the function
3(t1 } } } tn) F(t1 , ..., tn)&T(t1 , ..., tn). (12.1)
By induction hypothesis, we have
3(t1 } } } tn) F ?(t1 , ..., tn)&T ?(t1 , ..., tn),
provided
l(?)<n.
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Therefore by Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 3.2 the function is invariant under
the transformation
t1 [ qt1 .
By symmetry it is invariant under all transformations
ti [ qti , i=1, ..., n.
By Theorems 9.1 and 11.1 the function (12.1) is holomorphic and vanishes
if
t1 } } } tn=0.
Therefore (12.1) equals zero. This concludes the proof.
13. ANOTHER EXAMPLE
Another representation of a subalgebra of the algebra D of differential
operators on C[t, t&1] consisting of differential operators which are skew-
adjoint in a suitable sense, was studied in [2]. This algebra contains
Virasoro and also the odd powers D, D3, D5, ... of D=t (ddt). The D2n+1
act semi-simple with finite eigenspaces, and the resulting character is
9({1 , {3 , ...)=q‘(&1)21 q
‘(&3)2
3 } } } ‘

n=1
(1&qn1q
n3
3 } } } )
&1. (13.1)
In this section, we will show that the Taylor expansion for 9 is
quasimodular of weight &12 (cf. (4.1)), and we will calculate the n-point
function
Fn({1 , z1 , ..., zn)
:= :
k1, ..., kn1
n
{2k1&1 } } } {2kn&1
(9)| {3= } } } =0
z2k1&1 } } } z2kn&1n
(2k1&1)! } } } (2kn&1)!
.
(13.2)
As before, we write
qr=exp(2?i{r); r1.
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We compute
1
2?i

{2j&1
log 9=‘(1&2j)2+ :

m, n=1
m2j&1qmn1 q
nm3
3 } } }
1
(2?i)r
r
{2j1&1 } } } {2jr&1
log 9= :

m, n=1
m2(k jk&r)&1(nm)r&1qnm1 q
nm3
3 } } } .
Note these expressions depend only on r and rk=1 jk . Define
hr, 2( j1+ } } } + jr)({1 , {3 , ...) :=
1
(2?i)r
r
{2j1&1 } } } {2jr&1
log 9, (13.3)
gr, 2( j1+ } } } + jr)({1) :=hr, 2( j1+ } } } + jr)({1 , 0, 0, ...)
=
r&1
{r&11
G2( j1+ } } } + jr&r+1)({1), (13.4)
where G2p({) is the Eisenstein series of weight 2p as in (3.4). Note gr, s is
quasimodular of weight 2a. For A=(a3 , a5 , ...) write wt(A)=4a3+6a5+
} } } (compare (4.1)). The coefficient of {AA! is the Taylor expansion for
log 9 is gr, wt A({1). Also
9|{3= } } } =0=’
&1({1). (13.5)
Thus, by (4.1) we conclude that log(9’) has quasimodular of weight 0.
Exponenting yields
Proposition 13.1. 9 is quasimodular of weight &12.
We now consider the n-point function (13.2)
Lemma 13.2. Let S=[ j1 , ..., jn] be a set of positive integers. Let 6(S)
denote the set of all partitions +=[+1 , ..., + l] of S. For any finite set , let
>, denote the number of elements in ,. For a subset ,/S let |,| be the sum
over the elements. Then
1
(2?i)n
n
{2j1&1 } } } {2jn&1
9=9 :
+ # 6(S)
‘
>+
k=1
h>+k , 2 |+k| .
Proof. This is by induction on n. For n=1 this is just the logarithmic
derivative. Suppose now n2 and the assertion holds for n&1. Note
1
2?i
1
{2jn&1
hn&1, 2( j1+ } } } + jn&1)=hn, 2( j1+ } } } + jn) .
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Let T=[ j1 , ..., jn&1]. We have inductively
1
(2?i)n
n
{2j1&1 } } } {2jn&1
9=
1
2?i

{2jn&1 \9 :+ # 6(T) ‘
>+
k=1
h>+k , 2 |+k| +
=9h1, 2jn :
+ # 6(T)
‘
>+
k=1
h>+k , 2 |+k| +9 :
+ # 6(T)
‘
>+
p=1
h>+p+1, 2(|+p| + jn)
_ ‘
k{ p
h>+k , 2 |+k| =9 :
+ # 6(S)
‘
>+
p=1
h>+k , 2 |+k| . K
Define
Gn({, z) := :

r=1
n&1
{n&1
G2r({) z2r+n&2(2r+n&2)!. (13.6)
One has, with 3 as in (6.1)
2G1({, 2?iz) :=
1
2?i \&
d
dz
log 3(z)+
1
z+ . (13.7)
To see this, let _(z, {) be the elliptic sigma functions as defined, e.g., in [12,
p. 247]. One has
&1
2?i
d
dz
log 3=
&1
2?i
d
dz
log _+2G2({)(2?iz)
=
&1
2?iz
+2G2({)(2?iz)+2G4({)(2?iz)33!+2G6({)(2?iz)55!+ } } } .
Combining (13.2), (13.4), and (13.5) we get
F({, z1 , ..., zn)=’({)&1 :
k1, ..., kn1
z2k1&11 } } } z
2kn&1
n
(2k1&1)! } } } (2kn&1)!
_ :
+ # 6[k1, ..., kn]
‘
>+
p=1
>+p&1
{>+p&1
G2( |+p|&>+p+1)({). (13.8)
For a function f (z1 , ..., zn) let =f denote the ‘‘oddification’’ of f, e.g.,
=f (z1 , z2)= 14 ( f (z1 , z2)& f (&z1 , z2)& f (z1 , &z2)+ f (&z1 , &z2)).
Note
=((z1+ } } } +zn)rr!)= :
l1+ } } } +ln=(r+n)2
z2l1&1 } } } z2ln&1n
(2l1&1)! } } } (2ln&1)!
.
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It follows that
=Gn({, z1+ } } } +zn)= :

r=1
n&1
{n&1
G2r({)
_ :
k1+ } } } +kn=r+n&1
z2k1&11 } } } z
2kn&1
n
(2k1&1)! } } } (2kn&1)!
.
We conclude
Proposition 13.3. The n-point function is given by
F({, z1 , ..., zn)=’({)&1 :
+ # 6n
‘
k=>+
k=1
=G>+k\ :i # +k zi+ .
Proof. We have an obvious identification
6n=6[1, ..., n]=6[k1 , ..., kn].
(Note [k1 , ..., kn] is treated formally, i.e., we do note identify the ki if they
are equal.) Write }=[k1 , ..., kn] and let +p, } /} be the corresponding
subset. Given + # 6n define
F+({, z1 , ..., zn)=’({)&1 :
k1, ..., kn1
z2k1&11 } } } z
2kn&1
n
(2k1&1)! } } } (2kn&1)!
_ ‘
>+
p=1
>+p&1
{>+p&1
G2( |+p, }| &>+p+1)({),
so F=6n F+ . It will suffice to show
F+=’({)&1 ‘
p=>+
p=1
=G>+p \ :i # +p zi+ . (13.9)
But given }, the term z2k1&11 } } } z
2kn&1
n occurs exactly once in (13.9) and has
the correct coefficient in {. K
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